Due today

- Learn nested, inner and anonymous inner classes
- Plurality exercise
- Perform two assigned code reviews
  - I’ll also review everyone’s code
New CVS repository

- New open CVS repository
  - /afs/csic/users/pugh/cs132H-share
  - subdirectories: iPhone, android, puzzles, advancedDev, other
- will be available via Crucible server
- For your use as you see fit, do not abuse
For Monday

- Read about creating GUI’s using Swing in Java
- Appendix C in Koffman
- The Swing tutorial
- Start work on some Swing example code
- exercises/swingStarter distributed
- whatever you want
  - prizes for most interesting examples
breakout group updates

- puzzles
- cs132H-puzzles CS forum created
- iPhone
- working on server based XCode development
- android
- I’ve got a android dev phone that can be used
- advancedDev
plurality project

• Due today
• questions, problems?
• No release tests, but please submit so we can monitor how people are doing
Code reviews

- Two code reviews due today
- Primarily a pilot test, to see how the system works
- If for some reason you don’t have two reviews assigned to you, or one of them doesn’t have any code to review, just pick another project to review
Nested, Inner, Anonymouse classes

• questions?